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If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll never know if you have arrived there. People do 
not plan to fail they fail to plan. You must have a roadmap to follow in order to achieve your full 
potential as a player. Don’t be afraid to set big goals for your career. It is better to shoot for the 
stars and wind up reaching the clouds, than to shoot for the trees and wind up in the dirt. 
 
I am going to give you a real life story that will illustrate this fact. 
 
Years ago when I was in high school, several friends and I were in the cafeteria having lunch 
one day. The topic of our futures came up and when it was my turn I said my goal was to get a 
scholarship to play college hockey in the United States, and then go on to play in the NHL. The 
group went silent at my lofty goals. My best friend, Greg, scoffed, “That’s impossible, you’re 
playing in the lowest league in the city and you’re already 16. Nobody has ever made it to the 
NHL from your league.” Greg was actually right; nobody from my league had ever made it to the 
NHL, I even got cut from all the Junior B teams that I tried out for. What was I thinking? I looked 
Greg straight in the eye and said, “You watch, I’ll make it.”  
 
Three years later, I was recruited by 7 Junior A and B teams in the Toronto area and by 
Christmas I was the second highest recruited player in North America, I turned down offers from 
NCAA Div. 1 and #2 ranked Michigan State, Michigan, Ohio State, Maine and several other 
schools. I committed to the #1 ranked and eventual 1985 Frozen Four National Champion 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI). I had earned a full scholarship to play in the best 
program in the country! After being told by my coach and a few teammates that pro hockey 
would be a pipe dream for me, I went on to sign a contract with the Boston Bruins at the end of 
my senior year. The rest is just history. 
 
How did I do this? I certainly trained hard physically, but most importantly, I set goals for myself. 
I knew I had to get to the junior hockey level by my 19th birthday. I only had three years to make 
that dream a reality. 
 
The first step is to decide where you ultimately want to end up. Your goal might be to someday 
be a first line player on your high school team. If you feel you have what it takes to someday 
play Division III college hockey, Division I or perhaps Major Junior Hockey, then set that as your 
goal.  
 
Now, in order for you to achieve your goal, you need to believe in your heart that you will 
achieve it. I don’t recommend that you just decide to believe this. It has to be a belief to your 
very core and soul, your subconscious mind. The way you get your subconscious mind to 
actually believe that you will achieve your goal is to break your goal down into believable steps 
that you will take along the way. 
 
Work backwards from your ultimate goal. Let’s say your goal is to someday play Division I 
College Hockey. Let’s say you have 5 years until you will be at the age to play at that level. You 
need to set up a 4-year goal that if you achieve, will bring you as close as possible to reaching 
your ultimate goal.  
 
For example, your 4-year goal might be to become the first line center for your high school or 
junior ‘A’ team. Next, decide what you need to do each year over the next 3 years to get 
yourself as close as possible to your 4- year goal. Perhaps you can identify the current first line 



center and study his skills and attributes, even start hanging out with him and pick his brain. 
This will help you determine your path and help give you concrete and specific steps to reach 
the 4-year goal. Your goal by year 3 might be to be on the second power-play unit and a second 
line center by your junior year in high school. 
 
In year two, you might set a goal to make your high school varsity team as a sophomore. Ask 
yourself, what are the top players doing at that level now? What are they not doing? In year one, 
your goal might be to make a regional team and compete at the highest level of Bantam 
Hockey. Finally, break down your first year into monthly goals, then weekly goals, and finally 
daily goals. 
 
Your subconscious mind will be able to believe that if you achieve your daily goals, you’ll 
automatically achieve your weekly goals. If you achieve your weekly goals, you’ll automatically 
achieve your monthly goals, and so on.  
 
The final and most important step in achieving your goals is to put them down on paper and 
read them at least 2 times every day. Do this for 14 days, and you’ll be amazed at how effective 
this is. This should become a habit and you should keep reading it. You’ll likely need to 
measure, monitor, and adjust your goals as you go along. Rewrite your goal statement any time 
you feel it is necessary. 
 
You’ve got to make the effort to put your goals down on paper and read them every day. This 
will be the fuel that powers the engine that will take you to where you want to go. This will be 
your motivation to consistently work hard every day. Your subconscious mind will get involved 
and start to work magic in your life. Setting clear and defined goals will help you achieve clear 
focus. 
 
Clear focus leads you to a state where you can effectively manage your feelings. Remember, 
your feelings affect your thoughts and your thoughts affect your feelings. You can’t maintain the 
right focus without managing feelings of fear, anger, pain, and fatigue. “Run positive programs 
on your mental TV and you will get more of what you think about”, says Dr. Saul Miller. (Hockey 
Tough, by Saul L. Miller, Human Kinetics 2003). 
 
So now sit down and start to plan to succeed. Take a few minutes to answer the following 
questions: 
 
 Why do you play hockey? 
 What do you want to achieve? 
 Do you have a long-term hockey goal?  

Do you have a career goal? 
 What is your goal for the season? 
 
To achieve your season goals, you will have to improve your strength and conditioning, as well 
as your reading and reacting skills. Your fitness goals may be to get to the gym or your trainer 
once a week and workout on your own once a week. Your skill goals may be to shoot 500 pucks 
a day and perform stick-handling drills daily. Make sure to set time restrictions as well. For 
example, stick-handling for 15 minutes daily. List your mental strength goals for the season. For 
example: pre-game preparation and emotional control. Team goals may be leadership and 
toughness. 
 



One goal I had in practice was to hit the net with every shot. I would keep track of every shot I 
made in practice. At the end of practice I would determine what my on-net shooting percentage 
would be. I decided that 80% would be a good goal because during one summer Adam Oates 
told me that the NHL’s best players hit the net at least 80% of the time. I was eventually able to 
achieve this goal. 
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